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Smyle
Smyle is a leading creative agency
with a wealth of experience in
delivering a variety of different
events in the UK and internationally.
Home to brilliant people who
are passionate about smart
ideas, Smyle designs and deliver
memorable, creative, brand-focused
live events and media.
Smyle has won over 50 awards
in the last 10 years, including
UK Agency of the Year a record
number of times in 2008, 2011,
2013 & 2016.

Smyle’s rare setup ensures that brands
and audiences get the experience they
deserve, in the most efficient way. Inhouse teams & equipment provide clients
with a unique combination of services
including event & project management,
event logistics, technical production,
scenic design & construction, graphic &
digital design, digital & online services,
video production & animation and
content creation.
Smyle create success for our clients
by bringing together world class talent
– the best strategic thinkers, creatives,
technicians and experts in their fields.
Together they think, design and cocreate award winning solutions. They
then hunt down and adopt leading
edge technology to engage, involve
and activate audiences worldwide.
Smyle delivers events around the
world and operates out of 3 offices –
Hertford, London and Florida. From
experiential campaigns, internal
engagements & conferences to global
activations and sporting events
we work across a diverse range of
brands and projects. This allows
them to share cross-sector expertise,
innovation and insight – to benefit all
our clients.

“The best ever feedback that we
have had from a customer event.
Can’t wait to work with you again
next year.”
TBC
TBC

“Your team’s “attention to
detail”, “can-do commitment”
and “continuous improvement
and creative thinking behind the
deliverables… set a precedent
where the expectation is one of fully
professional journalistic and TV
reporting.”
TBC
TBC

“This was without a doubt the most
successful and best event we have
produced in the series” and Smyle
was commended for ensuring “that
everything down to the last detail
had been thought about.”
TBC
TBC

Smyle has built an unrivalled reputation
within the industry for creating
innovative proposals and delivering
exceptional events over the years.

Member of the Creative Industries Taskforce - leading global growth for UK creative talent.

